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Crimean War War Correspondents
With his sharp eye and analytical mind, Clive Ponting explodes many of the romantic myths
which grew up in the years following the Crimean War, while telling the true story of the
heroism of ordinary men. Above all, he makes use of the testimony of eyewitness accounts,
from William Russell of The Times, the first war correspondent, to Leo Tolstoy, who was
caught up in the action while visiting his brother, to the memories of a variety of serving
soldiers.
The Seven Years' War was a world war fought between 1754 and 1763, the main conflict
occurring in the seven-year period from 1756 to 1763. It involved every European great power
of the time except the Ottoman Empire, spanning five continents, and affected Europe, the
Americas, West Africa, India, and the Philippines. The conflict split Europe into two coalitions,
led by Great Britain on one side and France on the other. For the first time, aiming to curtail
Britain and Prussia's ever-growing might, France formed a grand coalition of its own, which
ended with failure as Britain rose as the world's predominant power, altering the European
balance of power...... George Alfred Henty (8 December 1832 - 16 November 1902) was a
prolific English novelist and war correspondent.He is best known for his historical adventure
stories that were popular in the late 19th century. His works include The Dragon & The Raven
(1886), For The Temple (1888), Under Drake's Flag (1883) and In Freedom's Cause
(1885).Biography--G.A.Henty was born in Trumpington, near Cambridge. He was a sickly child
who had to spend long periods in bed. During his frequent illnesses he became an avid reader
and developed a wide range of interests which he carried into adulthood. He attended
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Westminster School, London, and later Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, where he was
a keen sportsman. He left the university early without completing his degree to volunteer for
the Army Hospital Commissariat when the Crimean War began. He was sent to the Crimea
and while there he witnessed the appalling conditions under which the British soldier had to
fight. His letters home were filled with vivid descriptions of what he saw. His father was
impressed by his letters and sent them to The Morning Advertiser newspaper which printed
them. This initial writing success was a factor in Henty's later decision to accept the offer to
become a special correspondent, the early name for journalists now better known as war
correspondents. Shortly before resigning from the army as a captain in 1859 he married
Elizabeth Finucane. The couple had four children. Elizabeth died in 1865 after a long illness
and shortly after her death Henty began writing articles for the Standard newspaper. In 1866
the newspaper sent him as their special correspondent to report on the Austro-Italian War
where he met Giuseppe Garibaldi. He went on to cover the 1868 British punitive expedition to
Abyssinia, the Franco-Prussian War, the Ashanti War, the Carlist Rebellion in Spain and the
Turco-Serbian War.He also witnessed the opening of the Suez Canal and travelled to
Palestine, Russia and India.... Walter Stanley Paget (1863-1935), the youngest and perhaps
the least artistically talented of the three Paget brothers, held a gold medal from the Royal
Academy of Art, and, like his brothers, illustrated books and magazines in late nineteenthcentury and early twentieth-century London, signing himself as "Wal Paget" His eldest brother,
Henry, attended the Royal Academy Schools and worked for The Sphere as a "special artist"
during the Balkan War of 1912-13. Walter had worked for this magazine, too, in London during
the Boer War, turning the rough sketches sent by the paper's "specials" in South Africa into
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complete illustrations for publication. Walter's second brother, Sidney, also attended the
Academy Schools. . . . Walter Paget's art was usually workmanlike but for the most part
uninspired. (Arabian Nights Books [online source]) Walter Paget "also . . . produc[ed] coloured
illustrations of pretty girls, rather feeble rustic interiors, and easy-to-view scenes of country life,
soldiers and girls, and courting couples. He had a keen sense of correct costume for his
figures, as shown to advantage in many of his illustrations, for example to Robinson Crusoe in
the early 1890s." (mrholmes.com [online source])........
This large work provides a month-to-month dissection of the events during the Crimean War.
The work is both historical and autobiographical, as it includes numerous letters written by
British officers, such as Chaplain to the Naval Brigade S. Kelson Stothert and Vice-Admiral
Powlett. The history is also lavishly illustrated by one of the famed "first" war correspondents,
William Simpson, and includes battle maps and tactics.
Finally available, a high quality book of the original classic edition of Pictures of Southern Life Social, Political, and Military.. It was previously published by other bona fide publishers, and is
now, after many years, back in print. This is a new and freshly published edition of this
culturally important work by William Howard Russell, which is now, at last, again available to
you. Get the PDF and EPUB NOW as well. Included in your purchase you have Pictures of
Southern Life - Social, Political, and Military. in EPUB AND PDF format to read on any tablet,
eReader, desktop, laptop or smartphone simultaneous - Get it NOW. Enjoy this classic work
today. These selected paragraphs distill the contents and give you a quick look inside Pictures
of Southern Life - Social, Political, and Military.: Look inside the book: An intense affection for
the British connection, a love of British habits and customs, a respect for British sentiment, law,
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authority, order, civilization, and literature, pre-eminently distinguish the inhabitants of this
state, who, glorying in their descent from ancient families on the three islands, whose fortunes
they still follow, and with whose members they maintain not unfrequently familiar relations,
regard with an aversion of which it is impossible to give an idea to one who has not seen its
manifestations, the people of New England and the populations of the Northern States, whom
they regard as tainted beyond cure by the venom of "Puritanism." ...Believe a Southern man as
he believes himself, and you must regard New England and the kindred states as the
birthplace of impurity of mind among men and of unchastity in women-the home of Free Love,
of Fourierism, of Infidelity, of Abolitionism, of false teachings in political economy and in social
life; a land saturated with the drippings of rotten philosophy, with the poisonous infections of a
fanatic press; without honor or modesty; whose wisdom is paltry cunning, whose valor and
manhood have been swallowed up in a corrupt, howling demagogy, and in the marts of a
dishonest commerce. ...Now some of their friends say that it will be a mere matter of
convenience whether they attack Washington or not, and that, as for Fort Pickens, they will
certainly let it alone, at all events for the present, inasmuch as the menacing attitude of
General Bragg obliges the enemy to keep a squadron of their best ships there and to retain a
force of regulars they can ill spare in a position where they must soon lose enormously from
diseases incidental to the climate. About William Howard Russell, the Author: He was an Irish
reporter with The Times, and is considered to have been one of the first modern war
correspondents, after he spent 22 months covering the Crimean War including the Charge of
the Light Brigade. ...Initially sent by editor John Delane to Malta to cover British support for
Russia in 1854, Russell despised the term 'war correspondent' - though his coverage of the
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conflict brought him international renown, and Florence Nightingale later credited her entry into
wartime nursing to his reports.
Of all the chapters of history, there are few more interesting or wonderful than that which tells
the story of the rise and progress of Venice. Built upon a few sandy islands in a shallow
lagoon, and originally founded by fugitives from the mainland, Venice became one of the
greatest and most respected powers of Europe. She was mistress of the sea; conquered and
ruled over a considerable territory bordering on the Adriatic; checked the rising power of the
Turks; conquered Constantinople; successfully defied all the attacks of her jealous rivals to
shake her power; and carried on a trade relatively as great as that of England in the present
day. I have laid my story in the time not of the triumphs of Venice, but of her hardest struggle
for existence--when she defended herself successfully against the coalition of Hungary, Padua,
and Genoa--for never at any time were the virtues of Venice, her steadfastness, her patriotism,
and her willingness to make all sacrifice for her independence, more brilliantly shown. The
historical portion of the story is drawn from Hazlitt's History of the Republic of Venice, and with
it I have woven the adventures of an English boy, endowed with a full share of that energy and
pluck which, more than any other qualities, have made the British empire the greatest the
world has ever seen.
Among the great wars of history there are few, if any, instances of so long and successfully
sustained a struggle, against enormous odds, as that of the Seven Years' War, maintained by
Prussia--then a small and comparatively insignificant kingdom--against Russia, Austria, and
France simultaneously, who were aided also by the forces of most of the minor principalities of
Germany. The population of Prussia was not more than five millions, while that of the Allies
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considerably exceeded a hundred millions. Prussia could put, with the greatest efforts, but a
hundred and fifty thousand men into the field, and as these were exhausted she had but small
reserves to draw upon; while the Allies could, with comparatively little difficulty, put five
hundred thousand men into the field, and replenish them as there was occasion. That the
struggle was successfully carried on, for seven years, was due chiefly to the military genius of
the king; to his indomitable perseverance; and to a resolution that no disaster could shake, no
situation, although apparently hopeless, appall. Something was due also, at the
commencement of the war, to the splendid discipline of the Prussian army at that time; but as
comparatively few of those who fought at Lobositz could have stood in the ranks at Torgau, the
quickness of the Prussian people to acquire military discipline must have been great; and this
was aided by the perfect confidence they felt in their king, and the enthusiasm with which he
inspired them.
Chloroform, telegraphy, steamships and rifles were distinctly modern features of the Crimean
War. Covered by a large corps of reporters, illustrators and cameramen, it also became the
first media war in history. For the benefit of the ubiquitous artists and correspondents, both the
domestic events were carefully staged, giving the Crimean War an aesthetically alluring, even
spectacular character. With their exclusive focus on written sources, historians have
consistently overlooked this visual dimension of the Crimean War. Photo-historian Ulrich Keller
challenges the traditional literary bias by drawing on a wealth of pictorial materials from
scientific diagrams to photographs, press illustration and academic painting. The result is a
new and different historical account which emphasizes the careful aesthetic scripting of the war
for popular mass consumption at home.
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Jack Archer is an historical novel set in the Crimean War. The story begins with Jack at
school when he is urgently sent for at home. His father tells Jack that he has gotten him
a position as a midshipman on a paddle-steamer and will be leaving Portsmouth the
following day. George Alfred Henty (8 December 1832 - 16 November 1902) was a
prolific English novelist and war correspondent. He is best known for his historical
adventure stories that were popular in the late 19th century. His works include The
Dragon & The Raven (1886), For The Temple (1888), Under Drake's Flag (1883) and In
Freedom's Cause (1885).G. A. Henty was born in Trumpington, near Cambridge. He
was a sickly child who had to spend long periods in bed. During his frequent illnesses
he became an avid reader and developed a wide range of interests which he carried
into adulthood. He attended Westminster School, London, and later Gonville and Caius
College, Cambridge, where he was a keen sportsman. He left the university early
without completing his degree to volunteer for the Army Hospital Commissariat when
the Crimean War began. He was sent to the Crimea and while there he witnessed the
appalling conditions under which the British soldier had to fight. His letters home were
filled with vivid descriptions of what he saw. His father was impressed by his letters and
sent them to The Morning Advertiser newspaper which printed them. This initial writing
success was a factor in Henty's later decision to accept the offer to become a special
correspondent, the early name for journalists now better known as war
correspondents....
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Whenever man has gone to war in modern times there has been no shortage of men
and women to write about his exploits. They were known as war correspondents, a type
of journalists whom General Wolseley called 'the newly invented curse to armies'. This
study of the war correspondent's view of war traces the story from Russell's pioneering
work for The Times in the Crimea to the assorted press, radio and television journalists
who accompanied the British task force to the Falklands in 1982. In particular, it
investigates the lives and careers of six of the greatest war correspondents of all time:
G W Steevens, who accompanied Kitchener to the Sudan and who introduced the
'colour story' to war reporting; Edgar Wallace, the future thriller writer who scooped the
rest of the world at the end of the Boer War; Charles á Court Repington, the military
correspondent who exposed the scandal of the shortage of shells in 1915; Claud
Cockburn, a communist who adopted a self-confessed partisan approach during the
Spanish Civil War; Chester Wilmot, perhaps the greatest of radio war correspondents
who brought the Second World War into the living-rooms of Britain; James Cameron, a
pacifist who uncovered stories of atrocities in Korea and who demanded to be
published and damned. There also includes a discussion on the problems of using
television to cover modern war.
By the award-winner of News International Journalist of the Year, Phillip Knightley has
written about being a special correspondent during wartime. He questions to what
extent correspondents shape myths and suppress facts? And how their role has
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changed over the years.
"The first casualty when war comes, is truth," said American Senator Hiram Johnson in
1917. In his gripping, now-classic history of war journalism, Phillip Knightley shows just
how right Johnson was. From William Howard Russell, who described the appalling
conditions of the Crimean War in the Times of London, to the ranks of reporters,
photographers, and cameramen who captured the realities of war in Vietnam, The First
Casualty tells a fascinating story of heroism and collusion, censorship and suppression.
Since Vietnam, Knightley reveals, governments have become much more adept at
managing the media, as highlighted in chapters on the Falklands War, the Gulf War,
and the conflict between NATO and Serbia over Kosovo. And in a new chapter on the
post-9/11 wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, Knightley details even greater degrees of
government manipulation and media complicity, as evidenced by the "embedding" of
reporters in military units and the uncritical, openly patriotic coverage of these conflicts.
"The age of the war correspondent as hero," he concludes, "appears to be over." Fully
updated, The First Casualty remains required reading for anyone concerned about
freedom of the press, journalistic responsibility, and the nature of modern warfare.
The incredible true stories of the first reporters from the battlefield—from Europe’s
Napoleonic era to the Boer Wars of South Africa. Over two centuries ago, newspapers
first considered sending a reporter overseas to observe, gather information, and write
about war. With no experience to draw upon, both newspapers and correspondents
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gradually worked out a procedure that has evolved into today’s incredibly sophisticated
systems of reportage. Here are the gripping accounts of those groundbreaking
adventurers who sought out the danger of battle in pursuit of a story. Included within
are the exploits of such journalistic luminaries as the first real war correspondent, Henry
Crabb Robinson, who was sent by The Times of London to act as their ‘man in
Germany’, ostensibly to follow and report the movements of Napoleon’s Grande
Armée; William Howard Russell in the Crimean War, whose reports helped change the
British government’s treatment of their soldiers; and perhaps the most famous
correspondent of all, a young Winston Churchill who reported on conflicts in Cuba, the
Indian frontier, Sudan, and the Boer War. For any fan of history, journalism, or true-life
adventures, Fighting for the News is all you need to get the full story.
This illustrated history of the British campaign in the Crimean War has been compiled
using letters from the front and various other resources, including maps and battle
plans.
During the Crimean War, for the first time, newspaper correspondents were able to
provide the public with eye-witness accounts of the scenes of conflict. This book
combines such descriptions from The Times of London with a discussion of the war,
based on historical scholarship.
Officers led and men followed; all were expected to do their duty without thought of
reward. Enlisted men rarely penetrated the officer ranks and promotion owed more to
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money than merit. Then came the Crimean War.The incompetence and ineffectiveness
of the senior officers contrasted sharply with the bravery of the lower ranks. Fuelled by
the reports from the first-ever war correspondents which were read by an increasingly
literate public, the mumblings of discontent rapidly grew into a national outcry.
Questions were asked in Parliament, answers were demanded by the press why were
the heroes of the Alma, Inkerman and the Charge of the Light Brigade not being
recognised? Something had be done.That something was the introduction of an award
that would be of such prestige it would be sought by all men from the private to the
Field Marshal. It would be the highest possible award for valour in the face of the
enemy and it bore the name of the Queen for whom the men fought.This is the story of
how the first Victoria Crosses were attained in the heat of the most deadly conflict of the
nineteenth century. It is also an examination of how the definition of courage, as
recognised by the awarding of VCs, evolved, from saving the regimental colours at the
Alma to saving a comrade in the No Mans Land before Sevastopol.
The Great War between the Northern and Southern States of America possesses a
peculiar interest for us, not only because it was a struggle between two sections of a
people akin to us in race and language, but because of the heroic courage with which
the weaker party, with ill-fed, ill-clad, ill-equipped regiments, for four years sustained the
contest with an adversary not only possessed of immense numerical superiority, but
having the command of the sea, and being able to draw its arms and munitions of war
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from all the manufactories of Europe. Authorities still differ as to the rights of the case.
The Confederates firmly believed that the States having voluntarily united, retained the
right of withdrawing from the Union when they considered it for their advantage to do
so. The Northerners took the opposite point of view, and an appeal to arms became
inevitable. During the first two years of the war the struggle was conducted without
inflicting unnecessary hardship upon the general population. But later on the character
of the war changed, and the Federal armies carried wide-spread destruction wherever
they marched. Upon the other hand, the moment the struggle was over the conduct of
the conquerors was marked by a clemency and generosity altogether unexampled in
history, a complete amnesty being granted, and none, whether soldiers or civilians,
being made to suffer for their share in the rebellion. The credit of this magnanimous
conduct was to a great extent due to Generals Grant and Sherman, the former of whom
took upon himself the responsibility of granting terms which, although they were finally
ratified by his government, were at the time received with anger and indignation in the
North. It was impossible, in the course of a single volume, to give even a sketch of the
numerous and complicated operations of the war, and I have therefore confined myself
to the central point of the great struggle--the attempts of the Northern armies to force
their way to Richmond, the capital of Virginia and the heart of the Confederacy. Even in
recounting the leading events in these campaigns, I have burdened my story with as
few details as possible, it being my object now, as always, to amuse as well as to give
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instruction in the facts of history.
Having won renown in the 1850s for his vivid warfront dispatches from the Crimea,
William Howard Russell was the most celebrated foreign journalist in America during
the first year of the Civil War. As a special correspondent for The Times of London,
Russell was charged with explaining the American crisis to a British audience, but his
reports also had great impact in America. They so alienated both sides, North and
South, that Russell was forced to return to England prematurely in April 1862. My Diary
North and South (1863), Russell's published account of his visit remains a classic of
Civil War literature. It was not in fact a diary but a narrative reconstruction of the
author's journeys and observations based on his private notebooks and published
dispatches. Despite his severe criticisms of American society and conduct, Russell
offered in that work generally sympathetic characterizations of the Northern and
Southern leadership during the war. In this new volume, Martin Crawford brings
together the journalist's original diary and a selection of his private correspondence to
resurrect the fully uninhibited Russell and to provide, accordingly, a true documentary
record of this important visitor's first impressions of America during the early months of
its greatest crisis. Over the course of his visit, Russell traveled widely throughout the
Union and the new Confederacy, meeting political and social leaders on both sides.
Included here are spontaneous - and often unflattering - comments on such prominent
figures as William H. Seward, Jefferson Davis, Mary Todd Lincoln, and George B.
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McClellan, as well as quick sketches of New York, Washington, New Orleans, and
other cities. Alsorevealed for the first time are the anxiety and despair that Russell
experienced during his visit - a state induced by his own self-doubt, by concern over the
health and situation of his wife in England, and, finally, by the bitter criticism he
received in America over his reports, especially his famous description of the Union
retreat from Bull Run in July 1861. A sometimes vain and pompous figure, Russell also
emerges here as an individual of exceptional tenacity - a man who abhorred slavery
and remained convinced of the essential rectitude of the Northern cause even as he
criticized Northern leaders, their lack of preparedness for war, and the apparent disunity
of the Northern population. In calmer times, Crawford notes, Russell's independent
qualities might have brought him admiration, but in the turbulent climate of Civil War
America they succeeded only in arousing deep suspicion.
Please note that the maps available in the print edition do not appear in the ebook.
From "the great storyteller of modern Russian historians," (Financial Times) the
definitive account of the forgotten war that shaped the modern age The Charge of the
Light Brigade, Florence Nightingale—these are the enduring icons of the Crimean War.
Less well-known is that this savage war (1853-1856) killed almost a million soldiers and
countless civilians; that it enmeshed four great empires—the British, French, Turkish,
and Russian—in a battle over religion as well as territory; that it fixed the fault lines
between Russia and the West; that it set in motion the conflicts that would dominate the
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century to come. In this masterly history, Orlando Figes reconstructs the first full
conflagration of modernity, a global industrialized struggle fought with unusual ferocity
and incompetence. Drawing on untapped Russian and Ottoman as well as European
sources, Figes vividly depicts the world at war, from the palaces of St. Petersburg to the
holy sites of Jerusalem; from the young Tolstoy reporting in Sevastopol to Tsar Nicolas,
haunted by dreams of religious salvation; from the ordinary soldiers and nurses on the
battlefields to the women and children in towns under siege.. Original, magisterial, alive
with voices of the time, The Crimean War is a historical tour de force whose depiction of
ethnic cleansing and the West's relations with the Muslim world resonates with
contemporary overtones. At once a rigorous, original study and a sweeping, panoramic
narrative, The Crimean War is the definitive account of the war that mapped the terrain
for today's world..
The War Correspondent looks at the role of the war reporter today: the attractions and
the risks of the job; the challenge of objectivity and impartiality in the war zone; the
danger that journalistic independence is being compromised by military control,
censorship and public relations; as well as the commercial and technological pressures
of an intensely concentrated, competitive news media environment.This new edition
substantially updates the original, ending with an extended section on the return of
history and ideology to the reporting of international conflict. It examines the 'war on
terror' framework that dominated the first decade of the 21st century and, as Russia
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imposes itself once again on the international stage, asks if it might well give way to a
new, Cold War framework. If so, what will that mean for the new generation of war
correspondents, attuned not to history or ideology but to the politics of the next
conflict?The book features interviews with prominent war and foreign correspondents
such as John Pilger, Robert Fisk, Mary Dejevsky and Alex Thomson.
"The most comprehensive j'accuse of journalism as propaganda in the English
language... Ought to be read by every young reporter and by those who retain pride in
our craft of truth-telling, not matter how unpopular or unpalatable the truth." -- John
Pilger, from the Preface to the new edition "The first casualty when war comes, is truth,"
said American Senator Hiram Johnson in 1917, and in his gripping, now-classic history
of war journalism, Phillip Knightley shows just how right Johnson was. From William
Howard Russell, who described the appalling conditions of the Crimean War in Times
[London], to the ranks of reporters, photographers, and cameramen who captured the
realities of war in Vietnam, The First Casualty tells a fascinating story of heroism and
collusion, censorship and suppression, myth-making and propaganda. Since Vietnam,
Knightley finds, governments have become much more adept at managing the media,
and in new chapters on the Falklands, the Gulf War, and the former Yugoslavia, he
concludes that the war correspondent's role as a seeker of truth is now in jeopardy.
From reviews of the first edition: "[This book] may make us all a little more free to talk
about and find the truth." -- Garry Wills, New York Times Book Review "Disturbing,
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even dismaying, yet also in its painful way, enormously entertaining." -- New Yorker
A Study Guide for Ciaran Carson's "The War Correspondent," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Poetry for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions
for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Poetry for Students
for all of your research needs.

From the time of the Crimean War in 1853 to the Second Gulf War, Evans tells
the stories of war correspondents who served as the "eyes of history": Ernest
Hemingway, Alexander Dumas, Arthur Conan Doyle, Rudyard Kipling, John
Steinback, and others. Full color. 90 photos.
Armed with only a telescope, a watch, and a notebook he retrieved from a dead
soldier, William Howard Russell spent twenty-two months reporting from the
trenches for the Times of London during the Crimean War. A novice in a new
field of journalism -- war reporting -- when he first set off for Crimea in 1854, the
young Irishman returned home a veteran of three bloody battles, having survived
the siege of Sebastopol and watched a colleague die of cholera. Russell's fine
eye for detail electrified readers, and his remarkably colorful and hugely
significant accounts of battles provided those at home -- for the first time ever -with a realistic picture of the brutality of war. The Crimean War, originally
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published in 1856 under the title The Complete History of the Russian War,
presents a selection of Russell's dispatches -- as well as those of other
embedded reporters -- providing a ground-eye view of the conflict as depicted in
British newspapers. Fought on the southern tip of the Crimea from 1853 to 1856,
the Crimean War raged on far longer than either side expected -- largely because
of mismanagement and disease: more soldiers died from cholera, typhus,
typhoid, dysentery, and scurvy than battle wounds. Russell's biting criticisms of
incompetent military authorities and an antiquated military system contributed to
the collapse of the contemporary ruling party in Britain. In his reports, Russell
wrote extensively about inept medical care for the wounded, which he termed
"human barbarity." Thanks to compelling accounts by Russell and others,
authorities allowed Florence Nightingale to enter the war zone and nurse troops
back to health. The Crimean War contains reports from military men who acted
as part-time reporters, articles by professional journalists, and letters from others
at the front that newspapers back home later published. Rapidly pulled together
by American publisher John G. Wells, the volume presents a fascinating
contemporary analysis of the war by those on the ground. This reissue offers a
new introduction by Angela Michelli Fleming and John Maxwell Hamilton that
places these reports in context and highlights the critical role they played during a
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pivotal point in European history. The first first-hand accounts of the realities of
war, these dispatches set the tone for future independent war reporting.
[Illustrated with over two hundred and sixty maps, photos and portraits, of the
battles, individuals and places involved in the Crimean War] “The journalist
William Howard Russell (1820–1907) is sometimes regarded as being the first
war correspondent, and his reports from the conflict in the Crimea are also
credited with being a cause of reforms in the British military system. This account
of his time there, first published in 1858 and expanded in this 1895 edition,
explains how Russell was sent by The Times of London in 1854 to join British
troops stationed in Malta. He spent the next two years witnessing some of the
key moments of the war, including the battle of Balaclava and the ill-fated Charge
of the Light Brigade. His newspaper reports of the fighting and of the living
conditions for the troops were widely read and very influential. In this
retrospective work, Russell gives a more personal narrative of his experiences,
making this an important account of one the most brutal wars of the nineteenth
century.”-Cambridge Ed.
Reporting the Wars was first published in 1957. Minnesota Archive Editions uses
digital technology to make long-unavailable books once again accessible, and
are published unaltered from the original University of Minnesota Press editions.
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News of the wars has always intrigued the public, from the time of the Napoleonic
wars up to the present. In this period of the last century and a half, however, the
character both of the public and of the news has changed. Mr. Mathews traces
the history of war news coverage from John Bell, who, in 1794, was probably the
first war correspondent, to Ernie Pyle of World War II fame. The account is
colorful, since war correspondents are notably adventurous individuals, and it is
significant for a basic understanding of history, since the reporting of war news
has represented a constant struggle against the forces of censorship and
propaganda. The book is illustrated with newspaper cartoons.
This book takes a fresh look at the history of war reporting to understand how
new technology, new ways of waging war and new media conditions are
changing the role and work of today’s war correspondent. Focussing on the
mechanics of war reporting and the logistical and institutional pressures on
correspondents, the book further examines the role of war propaganda,
accreditation and news management in shaping the evolution of the specialism.
Previously neglected conflicts and correspondents are reclaimed and wars
considered as key moments in the history of war reporting such as the Crimean
War (1854-56) and the Great War (1914-18) are re-evaluated. The use of
objectivity as the yardstick by which to assess the performance of war
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correspondents is questioned. The emphasis is instead placed on war as a
messy business which confronts reporters and photographers with conditions
that challenge the norms of professional practice. References to the ‘demise of
the war correspondent’ have accompanied the growth of the specialism since
the days of William Howard Russell, the so-called father of war reporting. This
highlights the fragile nature of this sub-genre of journalism and emphasises that
continuity as much as change characterises the work of the war correspondent. A
thematically organised, historically rich introduction, this book is ideal for students
of journalism, media and communication.
The mysterious loss of a large portion of the treasure of the Incas has never been
completely cleared up. By torturing the natives to whom the secret had been
entrusted, the Spaniards made two or three discoveries, but there can be little
doubt that these finds were only a small proportion of the total amount of the
missing hoards, although for years after their occupation of the country the
Spaniards spared no pains and hesitated at no cruelty to bring to light the hidden
wealth. The story of the boat which put to sea laden with treasure is historical,
and it was generally supposed that she was lost in a storm that took place soon
after she sailed. It was also morally certain that the Peruvians who left the
country when the Spaniards became masters carried off with them a very large
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amount of treasure into that part of South America lying east of Peru. Legends
are current that they founded a great city there, and that their descendants
occupy it at the present time. But the forests are so thick, and the Indian tribes so
hostile, that the country has never yet been explored, and it may be reserved for
some future traveller, possessing the determination of my two heroes, to clear up
the mystery of this city as they penetrated that of the lost treasure-ship. It need
hardly be said that the state of confusion, misrule, and incessant civil wars which
I have described as prevailing in Peru presents a true picture of the country at the
period in which this story is laid.
Finally available, a high quality book of the original classic edition of The Atlantic
Telegraph. It was previously published by other bona fide publishers, and is now,
after many years, back in print. This is a new and freshly published edition of this
culturally important work by William Howard Russell, which is now, at last, again
available to you. Get the PDF and EPUB NOW as well. Included in your
purchase you have The Atlantic Telegraph in EPUB AND PDF format to read on
any tablet, eReader, desktop, laptop or smartphone simultaneous - Get it NOW.
Enjoy this classic work today. These selected paragraphs distill the contents and
give you a quick look inside The Atlantic Telegraph: Look inside the book: The
Company also secured a grant of fifty square miles of land on the completion of
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Telegraph to Cape Breton; a similar concession of additional fifty square miles
when the Cable shall have been laid between Ireland and Newfoundland; a
guarantee of interest for twenty years at 5 per cent. on 50,000l.; a grant of 5000l.
in money towards building a road along the line of the Telegraph; and the
remission of duties on the importation of all wires and materials for the use of the
Company. ...From Great Britain eventually the Company obtained an annual
subsidy of 14,000l. sterling until the net profits of the Company should reach 6
per cent. per annum, on the whole capital of 350,000l. sterling, the grant to be
then reduced to 10,000l. sterling per annum, for a period of twenty-five years; two
of the largest steamships in the navy to lay the cable, and two steamers to aid
them; and a careful examination of the soundings by vessels of the Royal Navy.
About William Howard Russell, the Author: He was an Irish reporter with The
Times, and is considered to have been one of the first modern war
correspondents, after he spent 22 months covering the Crimean War including
the Charge of the Light Brigade. ...Initially sent by editor John Delane to Malta to
cover British support for Russia in 1854, Russell despised the term 'war
correspondent' - though his coverage of the conflict brought him international
renown, and Florence Nightingale later credited her entry into wartime nursing to
his reports.
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This study focuses on the media's role during the Crimean War. This is the first war in
which the leading newspaper, The Times , used civilian reporters to describe the battles
and conditions experienced by the armies involved. The thesis analyzes the dispatches
of William Howard Russell and Thomas Chenery, two civilians who reported on the
abuses experienced by the common soldiers, and the blunders of the inexperienced
commanders who led them. Research includes both primary sources, such as articles
written in The Times during the war years, and secondary sources of leading historians
on the Crimean War and British military. Discussion emphasizes the impact of these
reports and how it brought about the heroic efforts of Florence Nightingale. The
conclusions reveal the reforms that took place within the British military as the
government became aware of the inefficiency of the Commissariat and Medical
Department.
Finally available, a high quality book of the original classic edition of The Civil War in
America - Fuller's Modern Age, August 1861. It was previously published by other bona
fide publishers, and is now, after many years, back in print. This is a new and freshly
published edition of this culturally important work by William Howard Russell, which is
now, at last, again available to you. Get the PDF and EPUB NOW as well. Included in
your purchase you have The Civil War in America - Fuller's Modern Age, August 1861
in EPUB AND PDF format to read on any tablet, eReader, desktop, laptop or
smartphone simultaneous - Get it NOW. Enjoy this classic work today. These selected
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paragraphs distill the contents and give you a quick look inside The Civil War in
America - Fuller's Modern Age, August 1861: Look inside the book: It would require
such special acquaintance as only those well versed in the various signs and forms of
the dangerous influences which are at work can possess, to appreciate from anything
to be seen at New York or Washington, the fact that the vast body politic which sprang
forth with the thews and sinews of a giant from the womb of rebellion and revolution;
which claimed half the New World as its heritage, and reserved the other as the certain
reward of future victory; which extended its commerce over every sea, and affronted
the antiquity of international law by bold innovations and defiant enumerations of new
principles; which seemed to revel in success of doctrines that the experience of the Old
World had proved to be untenable, or had rejected as unsuited to the government of
mankind; which had developed all the resources of the physical agencies in
manufactures, machinery, electricity, and steam, that could give strength, and wealth,
and vigor to its frame;—that this mighty Confederation should suddenly be smitten with a
desire to tear its limbs asunder, and was only restrained by the palsy that had smitten
some of its members. ...A government may be so elastic as, like an overstretched indiarubber band, to have no compressive force whatever; and that very quality is claimed
for the Federal Government as excellence by some eminent men whom I have met,
and who maintained the thesis, that the United States Government has no right
whatever to assert its authority by force over the people of any State whatever; that,
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based on the consent of all, it ceases to exist whenever there is dissent,—a doctrine
which no one need analyze who understands what are the real uses and ends of
Government. ...It is his opinion that the North, in case of separation, must fight the
South on the arena of free trade; that the tariff must be completely altered; and that the
duties must be lowered from point to point, in proportion as the South bids against the
North for the commerce of Europe, till the reduction reaches such a point that the
South, forced to raise revenue for the actual expenses of Government, and unable to
struggle against the superior wealth of the North in such a contest, is obliged to come to
an understanding with its powerful competitor, and to submit to a treaty of commerce
which shall include all the States of the North American continent, from the Isthmus of
Panama to the ice of the Arctic Seas. About William Howard Russell, the Author: He
was an Irish reporter with The Times, and is considered to have been one of the first
modern war correspondents, after he spent 22 months covering the Crimean War
including the Charge of the Light Brigade. ...Initially sent by editor John Delane to Malta
to cover British support for Russia in 1854, Russell despised the term 'war
correspondent' - though his coverage of the conflict brought him international renown,
and Florence Nightingale later credited her entry into wartime nursing to his reports.
The first 'Warco's' view of the great Civil War in America The author of this book,
William Howard Russell, is renowned as the 'first modern war correspondent.' Even
though his first experience of war reporting was in 1850 during conflict between Prussia
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and Denmark, Russell, an Irishman, first came to wider recognition as a 'Times'
newspaper correspondent through his coverage of the Crimean War in 1854. His
dispatches from the Crimea became massively influential because, for the first time, the
public were able to read about the realities of life and death on campaign and on the
field of battle. This earned Russell the antipathy of the command structure, but the
affection of the troops, for his honesty and candour, his generosity and sociable nature.
His words inspired Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole to create proper medical
care facilities for British troops which transformed the nature of military medical care in
the British Army. Russell witnessed the most significant actions of the war, including the
charge of the Light Brigade, and it was he who brought the phrase 'the thin red line' into
the English language. The Indian Mutiny erupted in 1857 and Russell travelled to the
sub-continent arriving in time to witness the final recapture of Lucknow. In 1861 the
next great story was 'breaking' across the Atlantic, so Russell sailed to the United
States to report on the American Civil War. His writings on the war to restore the Union
are particularly interesting because Russell provided a non-partisan view combined with
a wealth of experience in the observation of conflict and an ability to report it in well
crafted journalistic copy. This is a book about war, but it is also a valuable collection of
journalistic writing from an early master of the profession. There were many famous war
correspondents after Russell but he was the first of his kind. His influence on the
reporting of foreign affairs cannot be overestimated and that makes this book invaluable
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for military historians and those interested in the development of journalism. Leonaur
editions are newly typeset and are not facsimiles; each title is available in softcover and
hardback with dustjacket; our hardbacks are cloth bound and feature gold foil lettering
on their spines and fabric head and tail bands.
George Alfred Henty (8 December 1832 - 16 November 1902) was a prolific English
novelist and war correspondent.He is best known for his historical adventure stories
that were popular in the late 19th century. His works include The Dragon & The Raven
(1886), For The Temple (1888), Under Drake's Flag (1883) and In Freedom's Cause
(1885).G. A. Henty was born in Trumpington, near Cambridge. He was a sickly child
who had to spend long periods in bed. During his frequent illnesses he became an avid
reader and developed a wide range of interests which he carried into adulthood. He
attended Westminster School, London, and later Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge, where he was a keen sportsman. He left the university early without
completing his degree to volunteer for the Army Hospital Commissariat when the
Crimean War began. He was sent to the Crimea and while there he witnessed the
appalling conditions under which the British soldier had to fight. His letters home were
filled with vivid descriptions of what he saw. His father was impressed by his letters and
sent them to The Morning Advertiser newspaper which printed them. This initial writing
success was a factor in Henty's later decision to accept the offer to become a special
correspondent, the early name for journalists now better known as war
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correspondents.Shortly before resigning from the army as a captain in 1859 he married
Elizabeth Finucane. The couple had four children. Elizabeth died in 1865 after a long
illness and shortly after her death Henty began writing articles for the Standard
newspaper. In 1866 the newspaper sent him as their special correspondent to report on
the Austro-Italian War where he met Giuseppe Garibaldi. He went on to cover the 1868
British punitive expedition to Abyssinia, the Franco-Prussian War, the Ashanti War, the
Carlist Rebellion in Spain and the Turco-Serbian War. ...........
Amberley's new series of Eyewitness Accounts bring history, warfare, disaster, travel
and exploration to life, written by the people who could say, 'I was there!'
In my preface to the Lion of the North I expressed a hope that I might some day be able
to continue the history of the Thirty Years’ War. The deaths of Gustavus and his great
rival Wallenstein and the crushing defeat of the Swedes and their allies at the battle of
Nordlingen brought the first period of that war to a close. Hostilities, indeed, never
ceased, but the Swedes no longer played the leading part on the Protestant side that
they had hitherto occupied. Oxenstiern, the great chancellor of Sweden, saw that the
only hope of eventual success lay in engaging France in the struggle, and he and the
Duke of Weimar went to Paris and pointed out to Richelieu that unless France
intervened, Austria must become the master of all Germany, and as the ally of Spain
would have it in her power to completely dominate France. Richelieu perceived the
opportunity, made a treaty with the Swedes and Weimar, and engaged to grant large
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subsidies to the former, and to send an army to cooperate with the latter. Then began
the second period of this long and terrible struggle, France now taking the place that
Sweden had hitherto occupied, and bearing the brunt of the conflict. She emerged
triumphant with her territories largely increased, while Austria was crushed and
humiliated, and Spain was dethroned from her position as the dominating power of
Europe.
George Alfred Henty (8 December 1832 - 16 November 1902) was a prolific English
novelist and war correspondent. He is best known for his historical adventure stories
that were popular in the late 19th century. G. A. Henty was born in Trumpington, near
Cambridge. He was a sickly child who had to spend long periods in bed. During his
frequent illnesses he became an avid reader and developed a wide range of interests
which he carried into adulthood. He attended Westminster School, London, and later
Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, where he was a keen sportsman. He left the
university early without completing his degree to volunteer for the Army Hospital
Commissariat when the Crimean War began. He was sent to the Crimea and while
there he witnessed the appalling conditions under which the British soldier had to fight.
His letters home were filled with vivid descriptions of what he saw. His father was
impressed by his letters and sent them to The Morning Advertiser newspaper which
printed them. This initial writing success was a factor in Henty's later decision to accept
the offer to become a special correspondent, the early name for journalists now better
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known as war correspondents.
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